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THE two 40 mm *Bausch & Lomb* Biological Colorimeters illustrated above were designed for use in medical and science laboratories where results must be quickly and accurately determined. Both instruments are equipped with solid hexagonal plungers and metal encased cups that are separable for cleaning. The difference lies in the cup adjustments. In No. 2500-D, both cups are adjustable by rack and pinion. The right hand cup of No. 2300 is equipped with a special rotary drum for adjustment and direct scale reading. It is graduated in tenth millimeters and can be easily and accurately read from the eyepiece position.

*Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.*

632 St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

*Branch Offices*

New York  Chicago  Boston  Washington  San Francisco  London  Frankfurt
THE STANDARD WHITE RAT

Mus Norvegicus Albinus

At the instance and desire of Drs. McCoy, Both & Lake, and Professor Voegtlin & Dr. Smith, U.S.P.H.S., Hygienic Laboratory, Washington; Conrey, Powers-Weightman-Rosengarten, Philadelphia; Riggs, Squibb, New York; Raisz, Dermatological Research Laboratories, (The Abbott Laboratories), Philadelphia; McCallum, Synthetic Drug Co., Limited, Toronto, (Canada); Hooper, Mets, New York; Payne, Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo; The Diarsenol Company, Buffalo; Schamburg & Kolmer, Research Institute of Cutaneous Medicine, Philadelphia; Clarke, Parke, Davis & Co., Detroit; Githens, H. K. Mulford Co., Philadelphia; Chamberlain, Mallinekrod Chemical Works, St. Louis; Clayes, El Lilly & Co., Indianapolis; Hynson, Westcott & Dunning, Baltimore; De Free Laboratories, Holland; New York Intravenous Laboratory, New York; U. S. Army Medical Center, Walter Reed Hospital, Washington; U. S. Quarantine Stations, U.S.P.H.S., Staten Island, N. Y., Fortress Monroe, Va. and Gallops Island, Boston Harbor; Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Exp. Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Department National de Higiene, Instituto Bacteriologico, Buenos Aires, Rep. Argentina; Texas Agricultural Exp. Station, A. & M. College of Texas; Georgia Experiment Station, Experiment, Georgia; The Universities of Oregon, Colorado, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Kansas, Illinois, Arkansas, Kentucky, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Louisville and Toronto; College of Physicians & Surgeons, (Columbia); Brown, Yale, Harvard, Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Columbia, McGill, Western, Ohio State, Indiana, Western Reserve, Baylor and Vanderbilt Universities; Wellesley, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Iowa State & Michigan Agricultural Colleges; The Medical College of Virginia; The Rockefeller Institute, New York; The Stout Institute, Menomonie; The Physiatic Institute, Morrilton; The Insulin Committees, U. of Toronto, Toronto, Canada; Wood, Institute of Cancer Research, (Columbia), New York; Mendel & Smith, Laboratory of Physiological Chemistry (Yale), New Haven; Abel, Ulrich, & Hegner (Johns Hopkins), Baltimore; Park & Powers, School of Medicine, (Yale), New Haven; Gamble, Harvard Medical School, Boston; Loevenhart, Medical School, (Wisconsin), Madison; Krumhaar, Philadelphia General Hospital, & Laird, State Laboratory, (U. of P.), Philadelphia; Denison, Lakeside Hospital, Cleveland; The Fliechterman Co., The Dry Milk Co., & Lehn & Fink, Inc., New York; Vitamin Food Co., Westfield; Postum Cereal Co., The Kellogg Co. & The Battle Creek Sanitarium, Battle Creek; Mead Johnson Co., Evansville; et al., this office and colony has tried (and succeeded for four years) to Breed, Raise and Market a perfectly healthy Albino Rat, actively growing, and absolutely free from disease, constitutional, infectious, contagious or parasitic, at the lowest price possible with a fair return for the service rendered, thus establishing a common source of supply for the governmental (testing and experimental) laboratories and all the manufacturers and research laboratories, and thereby enabling competent biologists, working in different parts of the country, to obtain comparable—or coincident—results.

Reference to any of the above mentioned persons or laboratories will confirm these statements; their office and colony in most of the cases cited, furnishing their entire supply.

(Shipping Days: Tuesday and Wednesday)

Orders not booked for lots of less than 50, except breeding females for 50 and more. All orders are subject to one cent extra charge (including crate and dray at $1.50 per crate), excess $5.00 Per C. excess amount is charged at cost on invoice. Ten per cent. additional will be charged where known age is specified (except litters) or sex other than mixed (M & F) (except breeding stock); or where different weights are specified than those tabulated below; or where maximum-minimum range of weights desired is less than 20 grams. Litters are shipped in multiples of five only: five or ten or fifteen, etc. It is understood that when mixed sexes—(M & F) are ordered, this office reserves the right to determine the proportion of sex; whether all of or any of the other, or the proportion of each. Females, ordered as such, furnished only in breeding stock.

BREEDING STOCK—GRADE "A"—M & F—100-200 Gm. .......... $200 Per C.  
LITTERS—KNOWN AGE 6-16 Young with Dam; Mothers and Young counted alike and charged at rate of 60 cents each; not less than 8 litters shipped ................................................. $65  
LITTERS—UNKNOWN AGE—M & F—100-500 Gm. .......... $65  
LITTERS—UNKNOWN AGE—M & F—50-100 Gm. .......... $55  
TOXICITY " " —100-150 " " " " " .... $75  
MENSTRUATION " " —80-100 " " " " " .... $75  
SMALL " " —50-80 " " " " " .... $75  
VITAMINE " " —30-50 " " " " " .... $75  

A BREEDING STOCK of 2,000 and a SaleStock of 20,000, constantly maintained by a weekly output of 1,500 to 2,000, insures prompt and satisfactory execution of all orders. The breeding stock is changed every four months; each female being bred only three times, thus insuring healthy progeny.

Ernest V. B. Douredouore, Laboratory Supplies  
70 East Coulter Street, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.  
Telephone Victor 5670  
The only uninfected source of supply in the United States except the Wistar Institute of Philadelphia